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In this work, digital holography (DH) is extensively utilized to characterize
microparticles. Here, “characterization” refers to the determination of a particle’s shape,
size, and, in some cases, its surface structure. A variety of microparticles, such as
environmental dust, pollen, volcanic ash, clay, and biological samples, are thoroughly
analyzed. In this technique, the microscopically fine interference pattern generated by the
coherent superposition of an object and a reference wave fields is digitally recorded using
an optoelectronic sensor, in the form of a hologram, and the desired particle property is
then computationally extracted by performing a numerical reconstruction to form an
image of the particle.
The objective of this work is to explore, develop, and demonstrate the feasibility
of different experimental arrangements to reconstruct the image of various arbitraryshaped particles. Both forward- and backward-scattering experimental arrangements are
constructed and calibrated to quantify the size of several micron-sized particles. The
performance and implications of the technique are validated using the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST)-traceable borosilicate glass microspheres of various
diameters and a Thorlabs resolution plate. After successful validation and calibration of

the system, the resolution limit of the experimental setup is estimated, which is ~10
microns. Particles smaller than 10 microns in size could not be imaged well enough to
ensure that what appeared like a single particle was not in fact a cluster. The forward- and
backward-scattering holograms of different samples are recorded simultaneously and
images of the particles are then computationally reconstructed from these recorded
holograms. Our results show that the forward- and backward-scattering images yield
different information on the particle surface structure and edge roughness, and thus,
reveal more information about a particle profile. This suggests that the two image
perspectives reveal aspects of the particle structure not available from a more commonly
used forward-scattering based image alone. The results of this work could be supportive
to insight more on the particles’ morphology and subsequently important for the
advancement of contact-free particle characterization technique.
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosols are small particles ranging in size from about one nanometer to tens of
microns and suspended in the air with a lifetime of at least minutes. These particles are
ubiquitous in nature and greatly influence properties of the system in which they reside.
However, the lack of understanding about the physical properties and chemical
composition of these particles greatly limits our ability to understand, predict, and control
their applications and impacts in the system [1, 2]. The recent progress in technology
makes it possible to characterize these particles and study their properties in controlled
environments, but the contact-free characterization of such particles is still challenging.
Typically, “characterization” refers to the determination of a particle’s shape, size, and in
some cases, it material compositions. Often, this must be done in a contact-free manner
as the collection of samples for microscope-based characterization may distort the true
morphology (e.g., considers liquid or frozen particles). Therefore, the contact-free
characterization of these particles is an important objective in many scientific and
engineering applications.
There are various laboratory-based techniques available in the scientific
community for imaging and characterization of micron-sized particles. These particles’
characterization techniques can be classified into two categories: microscopy and
spectroscopy. The microscopy-based techniques, such as light microscopy, X-ray
1

diffraction, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning probe microscopy (SPM), etc., are
widely available for the analysis of particles’ physical structures such as shape, size, and
surface roughness. On the other hand, the spectroscopy-based techniques available for
composition analysis are mass spectrometry (MS), X-ray spectroscopy (XRS), electron
spectroscopy (ES), secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), atomic absorption
spectroscopy (AAS), X-ray fluorescence (XRF), laser spectroscopy [3, 4]. Even though
there are many well-established techniques in the scientific community, they are all
laboratory-based and need a collection of samples, and rapid particle on-the-fly
characterization is not possible. Ideally, the scientific community would prefer to
characterize these particles directly and is continuously looking for a high-speed, contactfree, and non-invasive new instrumentation technique for optical imaging, extinction
cross-section measurement, and characterization of a variety of micron-sized particles.
This motivates the uses of the light-scattering approach due to its inherent contact-free
nature.
The newly developed digital holography (DH) technique can be one of the best
particle imaging and characterization techniques (details about the technique will be
explained in Chapter II and III). With the recent availability of high-resolution image
acquisition (charge-coupled device (CCD) camera or Complementary metal-oxidesemiconductor (CMOS) camera) devices and advanced computer technology, the field of
holography has evolved greatly over the past two decades from using photographic plates
as a recording media to employing very sensitive CCD cameras to record holograms and
numerical reconstruction techniques to display computationally processed images. This
2

advancement in the electronic imaging devices - larger arrays, smaller pixels, faster
processing, and bigger storage data sets - makes digital holography more feasible and
sensitive to a wide range of new capabilities [5, 6]. The increasing processing speed
followed by electronic acquisition and numerical reconstruction of the image replaces the
lengthy and tedious photochemical procedures of conventional holography and opens a
new door to broader applications. Digital holography not only allows contact-free
tracking of a variety of particles, but it also enables potentially near real-time image
reconstruction and rapid particle on-the-fly characterization, which are either difficult or
impossible to implement using the traditional film-based technique [7]. However, DH
technique is free from these drawbacks and offers real-time in situ characterization of the
atmospheric aerosols, ambient pollens, and many biological samples. This emerging
technique avoids many of the drawbacks of the conventional holography and offers some
possibilities not given by conventional optical microscopy. In particular, the
characterization of small aerosol particles is possible with such techniques and has
important applications, including the determination of atmospheric aerosol compositions
for climate modeling, the detection of biological weapons agents for defense applications,
and the in vitro and in vivo studies of various living species in life sciences and
biomedical applications [8-12].
The major advantage of DH is that chemical procession of the hologram is
suppressed, thus adding more flexibility and speed to the holographic process. The recent
advances in the computer performance and digital sensor array have made digital
holography an option for many applications. Unlike the conventional technique, digital
holography offers a means of measuring both optical amplitude and phase data in the
3

recording medium. The optical amplitude describes the brightness, and the phase data
contains the size and shape information of the object [18]. This makes a hologram
capable of holding complete optical information on the particle profile and typically
delivers three-dimensional surface or optical thickness images during the reconstruction.
The progress in recording devices and processing schemes have made DH capable of
assessing many optical wave characteristics such as phase, amplitude, and polarization
state, making DH a very powerful method for different promising applications [7, 11,
19]. On the other hand, digital holographic microscopy (DHM) has been widely applied
as a quantitative phase imaging tool to analyze topographies of living cells on both
macroscopic and microscopic scales. In this dissertation, DH technique in imaging, and,
in some cases, in investigating surface texture of microparticles, is emphasized.
This work explores several techniques in digital holography to image 10-300 µm
sized particles and provide information useful for their characterization. Different
experimental configurations to record both forward- and backward-scattering holograms
are established. Images of these particles are then rendered from the holograms using
Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction theory, presented in Chapter III. The forward- and
backward-scattered light holograms are obtained simultaneously so that a side-by-side
comparison of the two images is possible. This imaging modality will be helpful to
establish a new method for tomographic imaging and topographic surface outlining in
micrometer scale and, eventually, execute three-dimensional image of the particle.
1.1

Research motivation
As previously mentioned, the contact-free characterization of small particles is a

persistent objective in applied electromagnetic scattering applications. Optical
4

microscopes have been used as a central instrument for centuries to see objects that are
orders of the magnitude smaller than what our naked eyes can see. Unfortunately, these
conventional imaging devices only resolve the objects within a certain limit and face
serious drawbacks when the size of the particle is in the micron range. In that case,
imaging from this conventional technique becomes quite complex, bulky, and highly
expensive, in addition to having a limited depth-of-field due to the need for larger
numerical aperture and bigger lens-based optical magnification [11-13].

Figure 1.1

Schematic diagram of conventional optical microscopy.

However, current research trends require more accurate data, precise
measurement, the inclusion of a wide range of samples, and real-time imaging
techniques. All these are possible only with high numerical-aperture (NA) optics in the
small focal volume. This typically requires collection and immobilization of particle
samples, and thus, such imaging is not a practical technique for particle characterization
in many applications requiring high sample throughput or images of the particle in their
undisturbed form. However, with the available resources, traditional microscopy cannot
5

extend that far, and there is an ongoing search for alternative methods that can fulfill
these requirements. Therefore, DH can be an alternative technique that incepts the useful
properties of conventional imaging technique and provides some unique features of its
own.
Since DH is largely free from these limitations and capable of providing a realtime image, it can be the best substitute for numerous imagery applications. In DH
method, computation is used to replace bulky components of traditional imaging devices
to reduce the size, cost, and complexity, in addition to broadening the imaging field-ofview. This technique can be assembled in a compact, cost-effective, and lightweight
manner.
Unlike the conventional technique, in the holographic design, there are no optical
elements between the particle and sensor in order to reach a desired field-of-depth and
magnification. Therefore, there are no surfaces on which ambient dust can collect and
become sources of stray light, nor are there any lens-based spherical aberrations,
distortion, or multiple reflections. The absence of these optical elements in the
holographic design is especially advantageous when one wishes to investigate particles
that are roughly the same size as ambient dust [14]. This is because of the absence of
optical elements will help to eliminate a large degree of noise that can result from
ambient dust that collects on the optical surface. Moreover, this gives a working distance
for the apparatus of several centimeters, which is substantially greater than the single- to
sub-millimeter working distance of the microscope objective in conventional microscopy.
Additionally, with the holographic technique, a single-shot hologram provides different
perspectives of single or multiple particles [20]. Unlike the conventional microscopic
6

technique, where the images at different focus-depths convey a sense of a particle’s 3D
structure, in DH this focusing can be done computationally by varying the reconstruction
distance [21-23].

Figure 1.2

Schematic diagram of digital holographic microscopy.

A detail about the procedure in the digital holographic microscopy is provided in the later
chapters.
One motivation for this work is to study the feasibility of different DH alignments
and layout the foundation for a high-speed, contact-free, and non-invasive new
instrumentation technique for optical imaging, extinction cross-section measurement,
and, eventually, characterization of a variety of micron-sized particles. The performance
of DH heavily relies on the experimental setup, sensitivity of the sensor, wavelength of
the illuminating source, and the hologram processing method. In this work, I study the
feasibility of different experimental layouts and their capability to image single and
multiple particles from holograms derived from scattered light from different directions.
1.2

Research objective
This work explores the feasibility of imaging of single and multiple

microparticles and investigating their surface structures through digital holography using
7

both forward- and backward-scattered light rather than the more commonly and solely
used forward-scattered light. Furthermore, this work also demonstrates the feasibility of
the experimental alignments of DH, which shows the capability of analyzing two
different samples simultaneously. The most commonly used traditional digital
holographic technique uses a particle’s forward scattering light to form a hologram,
whereas this work uses both forward- and backward-scattered light simultaneously so
that a side-by-side comparison of the two reconstructed images is possible. Besides this,
this work also demonstrates the feasibility of imaging two different samples due to both
forward- and backward-scattered light holograms simultaneously. In the traditional
holographic microscope arrangement (i. e., that using the forward-scattered light), an
opaque particle yields only its silhouette after image reconstruction. Thus, the particle
surface information is obscured. By using backward-scattered light, however, it may be
possible to discern surface textures, or structural features that are sufficiently larger than
the diffraction limit [15]. A variety of microparticles, such as environmental dust, pollen,
volcanic ash, clay, and biological samples are thoroughly analyzed using different
alignments. In this research work, I have mostly focused on the experimental designs and
on demonstrating the feasibility and applicability of the design to the various
applications. Therefore, this work eventually helps in extending the capability of DH to a
wide range of applications including non-invasive imaging of both transparent (suitable
on forward-scattering configuration) and opaque (suitable on backward-scattering
configuration) samples. Furthermore, this work makes DH equally suitable for the study
of a variety of biological samples in many biomedical applications.

8

The main objective of this work is to lay the foundation for the eventual
development of a portable sensor that will characterize man-made and naturally occurring
aerosol particles. The future goal of this work is to improve the resolution of the image
down to the sub-micron range and extend DH’s capability to measure optical
observables, such as the scattering pattern, total cross sections, and single-scattering
albedo, and develop a real-time particle characterization methodology.
1.3

Research contribution
This work has been aimed to contribute to the study of aerosols particles

especially in characterizating their physical form and light-scattering behavior. Some
selective contributions include, but are not limited to:
1.3.1

Inclusion of wide range of samples
Making DH work for both forward- and backward-scattered light and capable of

analyzing multiple samples simultaneously would allow us to investigate a wide variety
of samples, including both transparent and opaque samples. Transparent samples, such as
living cells, which are soft and have little natural color contrast, are suitable in forwardscatting configuration, and opaque samples, such as highly reflecting particles and thick
objects, are suitable in backward-scattering configuration. Therefore, a key advantage of
this work is that it can allow a real-time investigation of different samples by recording
holograms derived from different light scattering directions that have been very difficult
or infeasible to achieve in the past and process the recorded holograms to better compare
different views.

9

1.3.2

Rendering 3-D information
In DH, the recorded hologram contains all information from the object profile

needed to reconstruct the image, and it is possible to reconstruct the image at any given
focal plane by changing the focal distance parameter in the reconstruction algorithm.
This makes it possible to fully characterize the optical characteristics of an object and
numerically reconstruct the images of the object at the selected two-dimensional imaging
plane within three-dimensional recording volume. This allows a variety of analyses to be
performed, which are either difficult or impossible to achieve using any traditional
methods.
1.3.3

Digital autofocusing
In the conventional photomicroscope, images have a very narrow depth-of-field,

and only particles constrained within a narrow volume are in focus. The focusing is
achieved by changing the focal distance until a focused image plane is found; whereas, in
DH the focusing is done computationally after the hologram is recorded. It is possible to
use any passive autofocus method to digitally select the focal plane. This digital focusing
capability of DH opens up the possibility to scan and image object’s surfaces extremely
fast. This enables DH to use for imaging multiple particles present at different locations
and in different depths in the measurement volume [16].
1.3.4

Building foundation for low-cost microscopy system
In traditional microscopy systems, optical aberrations are corrected by combining

lenses into a complex and costly microscope objective. Furthermore, the narrow focal
depth at high magnification requires high precision mechanics. This tremendously
10

increases the cost of microscopy systems, but DH systems do not have an image forming
lens, and traditional optical aberrations do not apply. In DH, optical aberrations are
corrected using appropriately designed reconstruction algorithms. Also, in traditional
microscopy systems, only one sample can be examined at a given time after suitably
preparing the sample. Since DH is free from all these limitations, it offers a very low-cost
digital holographic microscopy system. The result of this work provides the feasibility of
different experimental alignments and their capabilities for imaging a variety of
microparticles so this work helps to contribute some basic ideas in building future lowcost microscopy system.

11
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GENERAL OPTICAL CONCEPT OF HOLOGRAPHY
Holography was first introduced in 1948 by Denis Gabor in an effort to improve
the resolution of the electron microscope, where the correction of the electron lens
aberration posed increasing technical difficulty. When working with an electron
microscope, he realized that the diffracted wave of an object can be recorded and
reconstructed with the help of an interference pattern containing the complete amplitude
and phase information of the diffracted wave. Instead of attempting to perfect the electron
imaging system, Gabor laid down theoretical foundations and anticipated novel and
important features of the new imaging methods, such as aberration compensation by
replicating the aberrations of the recording optics in the reconstruction optics. Being able
to save both amplitude and phase information, he named his discovery after the Greek
words ὅλος = “holos-” meaning “whole or complete” and γραφἠ = “graphē-” meaning
“record or to write.” Thus, the word holography stands for the complete recording of
information on the object profile [1, 2, 3]. The original concept first presented by Gabor
is shown in Fig. 2.1. At that time, the lack of light sources of sufficiently high coherence
and intensity prevented much progress in optical holography, and the actual potential of
the technique was realized only after the invention of the laser in the 1960’s. The
discovery of laser, a strong coherence source of light, makes holography capable of
opening completely new possibilities in science and engineering. With its many
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applications, holography is considered to be one of the most fascinating discoveries of the
20th century.

Figure 2.1

The original concept presented by Gabor when he first introduced
holography as a new microscopic technique.

The plot is adapted from Gabor’s original paper, “A new microscopic principle.”
Fundamentally, holography is a two-step process: recording and reconstruction.
First, an object is illuminated by a coherent source of light, and then the microscopically
fine intensity pattern generated by the superposition of unscattered light with that
scattered by a particles is recorded. This pattern constitutes the hologram. Second, an
image of the object is reconstructed using numerical reconstruction algorithm on the
recorded hologram computationally.
Holography uses the properties interference and diffraction of light, which make it
possible to reconstruct the object wave completely. To be able to see these effects, a
coherent light source, such as a laser, has to be used. Unlike the photography, holography
offers a number of significant advantages, such as the ability to acquire holograms
rapidly, availability of complete amplitude and phase information of the optical field, and
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versatility of the interferometric and image processing techniques [4]. Depending on the
nature of recording and reconstruction process, holography is classified into three types.
1.1

Conventional or analog holography
In conventional holography, the hologram is recorded using photographic film or

any other media whose optical transmission or reflection properties change in response to
the light intensity impinging on it [4]. To get the final image of the particle, the
photographic film should be processed through a chemical development. The subsequent
chemical development of the film is time-consuming, cumbersome, and costly. Also,
real-time processing of a conventional hologram is not feasible unless one uses photorefractive and other nonlinear optical materials. This greatly limits the practical utility of
the technique.
2.2

Digital holography
In this holography, the interference pattern is recorded on a digital device, either a

charge-coupled device (CCD) chip or complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) chip of a digital camera, but the basic principle is same as the conventional
holography. This means that an opto-electronic sensor digitizes the hologram and
reconstruction of an image is performed numerically in a computer from that digitized
hologram. In DH, holograms are numerically reconstructed at selected two-dimensional
(2D) image plane within a three-dimentional (3D) recording volume to render the shape,
size, surface roughness, and orientation of the object without a priori information.
Although DH yields a high depth resolution, the range for reconstruction is restricted to
the half of the wavelength of the light used during the recording of the hologram. This
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restriction occurs due to a 2π phase ambiguity when the phase is calculated [4, 10].
However, it can be improved using several measurements at different wavelengths.
Unfortunately, DH also imposes some constraints upon the available recording
configurations which are generally more restrictive than those required for analog
holography [5].
The unique capability of DH is that some sense of the three-dimensional form of
an object’s image can be computed from a single recorded hologram [7]. The basic idea
is analogous to the “focusing in” on an object in conventional microscopy. In the
conventional microscopy, the microscope objective is moved to vary the distance
between it and the microscope slide, causing a blurred image of a particle to evolve into a
sharp image. For a sufficiently thick and transparent object, different depths within the
object can be brought into focus to give a real sense of the particle’s three-dimensional
structure. This same process can be done in digital holography by computationally
varying the distance used in the image reconstruction stage [8]. The resulting sequence of
images gives the same impression of focusing-in on the object as one gets from a
microscope. However, unlike microscopy where an image must be recorded at each
“focus depth,” the holography route can obtain a similar image sequence from a single
recorded hologram only. The image location and magnification are dependent on, and
therefore can be controlled by, the selection of wavelengths, reference directions, and
curvatures. Different adaptive optics can be employed for both transparent and reflective
objects. The positive lenses are typically used in DH to increase magnification; negative
lenses are sometimes employed to reduce the apparent size of objects otherwise too large
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to record holographically [4-6]. The three most commonly used digital holography setups
are shown in Fig. 2.2 below.
In Fig. 2.2(a) a Gabor type setup (the actual Gabor setup used a photographic
plate as a recording medium) is presented. In this setup, the object (particle) is
illuminated with a single collimated beam after passing through the spatial filter, and
there is no separate reference wave. Since there is no beam splitting into reference and
object beams, the method is sometimes called single beam holography. During the
illumination, a small portion of the incident light undergoes scattering from the object,
and a so-called object wave is created. This wave contains the information about the
particle [8]. The remaining portion of the wave, which passes by the particle mostly
unscattered is called the reference wave. These two waves interfere with each other
across a 2D CCD sensor to produce the digital hologram. This method is more effective
for a smaller object so that the reference is not excessively disturbed. The simplicity of
the optical setup in Gabor holography makes it useful for many applications, such as a
particle or thin fiber image analysis. When the size of the object is in the micron range,
the effect of twin images is often negligible because even at a relatively short distance the
Fraunhofer condition is satisfied and the twin image may be completely defocused [4].
In Fig. 2.2(b) a Michelson interferometer setup is presented. In this setup, there is
a separate reference beam. The incident laser beam is split into the illumination beam and
reference beam using a beamsplitter; both the object beam and reference beam get
reflected from the object and mirror, respectively. These two reflected beams then
interfere with each other across a 2D CCD sensor to produce the digital hologram. This
setup is particularly suitable for non-transparent, but reflective samples [4]. This
18

holographic setup uses comparatively less optical components and is easy to align as
compared to Mach-Zehnder interferometric setup presented in Fig. 2.2(c).

Figure 2.2

Digital holography setups.

Plots (a), (b), and (c) show Gabor type setup, Michelson interferometer setup, and MachZehnder interferometer setup, respectively.
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Figure 2.2 (continued)

In this alignment, the illuminating beam passes through the transparent object
after being split into the illumination beam and reference beam from a beam splitter. The
reference beam is brought together using a mirror and second beam splitter with the
object beam on the recording plane. This setup is particularly suitable for transparent
samples [4]. Although the overall setup is more complex and uses more optical
components, the additional mirror and beamsplitter make the setup more flexible as the
both paths can be adjusted as required. As in analog holography, the path difference
between the reference beam and object beam must not be more than the coherence length
of the applied light source.
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2.3

Applications of digital holography
With the advancement in the technology, DH is expanding its applications and

becoming a versatile tool in science and engineering. There are a lot of practical uses of
digital holography. Some of the selective applications are:
2.3.1

Biomedical applications
The study of biological processes with cellular and even sub-cellular resolution is

of particular interest in the field of life science. A large spectrum of living biological
specimens is virtually transparent and produces the change in refractive index or
variations in morphology when examined through the optical microscope under bright
illumination [25]. Therefore, the analysis of transparent specimens under traditional
microscopy is the most tedious job in many biomedical applications, and this greatly
limits our ability to understand the process [38-40]. Since DH allows a fast, non-invasive,
label-free, and quantitative high-resolution full field measurement of the optical
amplitude and phase, this makes DH suitable for many biomedical applications, including
the tomographic and topographic study of different biological samples [22, 23]. The
DH’s ability to quantify the optical path length changes has special importance in
biomedical applications, because it enables the measurement either the refractive index or
optical thickness variation from the measured optical path length with nanometer
precision [24, 25]. Besides this, DH offers many suitable applications in the biomedical
field, such as label-free cell counting, red blood cell analysis, time-lapse microscopy of
cell division, growth, and migration, and imaging of optic nerve and ophthalmic tissue
with micrometer resolution. [25-27, 38-40].
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2.3.2

Field-portable lensless microscope
The digital holographic technique provides the total flexibility in imaging of the

specimen in both transmission and reflection geometries using in-line and off-axis
configurations. Also, the DH configuration can be built in lensless condition using partial
coherence light source, such as LED, which can be powered using ordinary batteries [15,
34]. This property of DH dramatically helps to reduce the architecture of the design and
cost of operation. Due to this simplicity and ease of operation, it is possible to build a
weightless, cost-effective, and completely field-portable lensless holographic microscope
based on the principle of DH that can even work in resource-limited environments, such
as in farm or desert [35].
2.3.3

Shape and deformation measurements
The micro-scale shape and deformation measurement is very important to ensure

reliability and precision of the products in engineering, which is only possible with the
precise knowledge of the materials’ properties. A simple and robust method to analyze
the materials’ shape and deformation under a given tension is in great demand. Since DH
method provides full three-dimensional deformation information under a given
mechanical load, digital holographic interferometry technique is widely used as highly
sensitive and contact-free method for shape and deformation measurements [29].
2.3.4

Vibration analysis
The measurement of vibration of different engineering structures is an important

objective in industrial works. The main goal of this measurement is the prevention of
fatigue failure or the early detection of noise-generating parts or areas of the structure
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[30]. For this purpose, a contact-free measurement technique that does not affect the
vibration in any way is recommended. The time average holographic interferometry is
the most frequently used and experimentally easiest digital holographic method for
displaying and evaluating two-dimensional vibration modes [9, 31].
This testing is performed using a pulse laser triggered to a time instant when the
modes of vibration have maximum amplitude [32]. Then the comparison between the
reconstructed phase with the evaluated phase distribution related to a hologram of the
object with no vibration is done. This comparison provides the information of the
vibration of the object. Also, the time average method in the digital mode can be
performed for the vibration analysis. This testing is performed by recording the
successive holograms of the vibrating objects with a single exposure, employing a
continuous wave laser with an exposure time longer than the period of the vibration. The
interference patterns of the vibration have been recorded using the time average method,
which contains the complex structural information of the vibrating object in the form of
amplitude and phase. The amplitude of the wavefield reconstructed from such a time
average hologram obeys a squared Bessel function. These patterns are then interpreted as
contour lines of the vibration modes, and detail information about the vibration is
extracted [30].
2.3.5

Particle imaging and scattering measurement
There is a tremendous interest in imaging and characterizing of various micron-

sized particles in a contract-free manner. Tabletop microscopy seems an ideal tool for
characterizing these particles. However, these particles can easily fragment, aggregate, or
even distort upon collection of the sample, all leading to an inaccurate picture of the
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particle’s true morphology. In some cases, the morphology may even be completely
destroyed, as with liquid or frozen particles [33, 36, 37]. Thus, only a contact-free
technique will suffice for these situations, and digital holographic technique offers this
capability. The scattering pattern formed by a particle due to the scattering of incident
light into other directions merely depends on the particle’s morphology, composition, and
orientation [36]. Therefore, a proper interpretation of this scattering pattern is very
important to obtain the desired properties of an unknown particle. However, the problem
is that there is not a general unambiguous relationship between a measured pattern and a
particle’s characteristics, a difficulty that is known as the inverse problem. Recent efforts
in DH are aimed to overcome this inverse problem and simultaneously measure the both
holographic image and light-scattering pattern of individual particles [33].
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THEORY OF OPERATION IN DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY
Interference and diffraction, which are due to the wave nature of light, are the two
basic phenomena behind the principle of holography. Therefore, it is essential to
introduce them in the description of holographic processes. Sommerfield first introduced
the term “diffraction” as a deviation of light rays from their rectilinear paths as a result of
passing through a narrow aperture or across an edge, which cannot be interpreted as
reflection or refraction. After Thomas Young introduced the phenomenon of interference,
Fresnel made assumptions about the amplitude and phase of Huygens’s secondary waves
and gave a broader explanation about the diffraction of wave.
In this chapter, a brief discussion about the interference, scalar diffraction theory,
and Fresnel approximation are presented, which are all used to describe the propagation
of the optical field from an input plane to the output plane [1-4]. Afterwards, the process
of recording of a hologram, reconstruction of an image, and resolution of the
reconstructed image will be presented.
3.1

Fundamental of interference
Interference is a phenomenon in which two waves superpose to form a resultant

wave of greater, equal, or lower amplitude than the individual incident wave. In other
words, interference usually refers to an interaction of waves that are correlated or
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coherent with each other either because they incident from the two virtual sources
derived from a real source or because they have same or nearly same frequency.
For the purpose of interference, these two waves can be thought of as a reference
wave 𝑨𝑅 and object wave 𝑨𝑂 given by,
(3.1)
(3.2)
where |𝐴0 | and |𝐴𝑅 | are the field magnitudes with phases ∅ and 𝜓, respectively [1, 2].
Then the resulting interference intensity at any point on the recording plane is given by,

(3.3)
where the * notation denotes the complex conjugate. The Eq. (3.3) represents the actual
intensity distribution of the pattern of interference in the recording plane including
information regarding the phase of the object wave relative to the reference wave. The
first two terms of this equation depend only on the intensities of the two waves while the
third depends on their relative phases [2-4]. Thus, the information about both amplitude
and phase of the object wave has been recorded. This recording of the pattern of
interference between two wavefronts is considered as a hologram. In a typical
holographic setup, the reference beam exhibits either planar or spherically diverging
wavefronts. During the process of the reconstruction, the interference pattern of the
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object beam with a well-characterized reference beam allows recovery of both intensity
and phase of the object’s scattered wavefront [5-7].
In the Eq. (3.3), if the light sources are emitting completely independently, then
the average of 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜓 − ∅) vanishes since the phases vary statistically. This results in,
(3.4)
In this case, the waves are called “incoherent.” At that time, intensities of both
waves add up and interference does not occur.
However, if the waves are “coherent,” then the average of 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜓 − ∅) does not
vanish but varies between ±1. If the waves oscillate in the same phase (+), i.e., in-phase,
this results in the maximum intensity point on the space, which is given by,

(3.5)
This condition is known as the condition of constructive interference. Here, the
intensities of the reference wave and object wave add up and result in the “maximum
intensity” point on the recording plane. The whole phenomena of interference are
summarized in the Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1

Phenomena of interference.

Plot (a) shows the Young’s double slits experiment explaining the process of the
constructive and destructive process and (b) shows the variation of the intensity on the
recording media due to the interference.
Plot (a) is adapted from Kshitij Education India website (http://www.kshitijiitjee.com/Young’s-double-slit-experiment) and a part of the plot (b) is adapted from
Wikimedia Commons’s web page contributed by Timm Weitkamp
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Double_slit_x-ray_simulation_0600mm_loggrayscale.jpg), respectively.
Likewise, if the waves oscillate in the opposite phase (-), i.e., out-phase, this
results in the minimum intensity point on the space, which is given by,
(3.6)
This condition is known as the condition of destructive interference. Here, the
intensities of the reference wave and object wave cancel up and result in the “minimum
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intensity” point on the recording plane. Therefore, the last term in the Eq (3.3) ( i.e.,
2𝐴𝑅 𝐴𝑂 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜓 − ∅)) is known as the “interference term.” This is the basic foundation of
the holography.
3.2

Optical method for hologram recording and reconstruction
The basic difference between analog and digital holography lies in the ability of

recording and reconstruction of the field. The most incredible stage in the process of
holography is the optically recording information of a three-dimensional object, i.e., the
object wave on a two-dimensional photographic plate. This section briefly describes the
conventional way of impinging the object information on the photographic plate and
reconstruction of the image.
If 𝑨𝑹 and 𝑨𝑶 are the complex amplitudes of the reference wave and the object
wave, respectively. Then the resulting interference intensity at any point on the recording
plane is given by,
(3.7)
When considering the conventional method of holography, the intensity pattern
given in Eq. (3.7) is typically recorded on photographic film, which is developed to
render a hologram transparency ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) and is proportional to the recorded intensity
given by,
(3.8)
where 𝛽 is the film sensitivity and 𝜏 is the exposure time [1, 5, 6].
In the conventional method, the hologram is generally reconstructed by
illuminating the transparency with a replica of the reference wave, 𝑨𝑹 , often called the
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“reading beam,” such that the complex field emanating directly behind hologram
transparency 𝑈 is given by,

(3.9)
where 𝛽𝜏 term is a constant and physically represents the image brightness, which has
been suppressed. In the Eq. (3.9), the first term represents the noninterfering intensity
pattern of the reference and object fields separately. These terms are referred to as the
“undiffracted” or “zero-order” terms and are generally of no interest. If the reference
fields have no spatial structure, then the last two terms are proportional to the complex
object field and its conjugate, and they are called first-order twin-image terms. The
second term essentially describes the conjugate complex object wave, 𝑨∗𝑶 , and represents
the real image of the object due to the presence of the complex conjugate of the object
field [5-14]. Likewise, in the third term the object wave, 𝑨𝑶 , itself is reconstructed with
the amplitude of the reference wave |𝑨𝑹 |2 being constant over the whole hologram and
forms a virtual image of the object. The conventional holographic process is shown in
Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2

Conventional holography process.

Plot (a) shows the recording of the hologram and plot (b) shows the hologram
reconstruction with the reference wave.
The concept of the plot is adapted from [4].
The main problem with this method lies not with the presence of twin images, but
rather with their nature of inseparability. At the reconstruction plane of the real image,
the third term gives to a distorted, i.e., out of focus, reconstruction of the virtual image. In
a similar way, at the reconstruction plane of the virtual image, the second term gives to a
distorted, i.e., out of focus, reconstruction of the real image [5, 6]. However, in the digital
reconstruction of the hologram recorded via CCD is simplified by the fact that the
reconstruction wave is numerically simulated; the zero-order terms may be numerically
suppressed, generally by subtracting the reference wave from the recorded hologram.
3.3

Fresnel Approximation
In the holographic method, the light field that is recorded in the hologram is

optically reconstructed by diffraction of the reference wave. This dissertation is mainly
focused on numerical reconstruction rather than an optical reconstruction. Therefore, a
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quantitative theory of diffraction is the eminent prerequisite in order to arrive at accurate
and consistent results in a description of the reconstructed wave field [2, 5, 8]. In-depth
discussions can be found in the literature such as [5, 8]; here we only consider a practical
approach to the scalar diffraction theory and take the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction
formula as our starting point.
For this, let us consider the geometry of Fig. 3.3 where diffraction aperture lies in
the (𝜉, 𝜂, 𝑧 = 0 )-plane and propagates along the positive z-direction. Then the complex
diffracted field amplitude at any point P0 on the (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 )-plane, 𝑈(𝑃0 ), which is the
Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction formula, is given by the equation,

Figure 3.3

Geometry for the Fresnel approximation.

In the diagram, S is the source of light and 𝛴 is the plane of the aperture. At the distance z
from this aperture plane is the observation plane.
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(3.10)
𝑧

̂
where, 𝐹(𝜃) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 = 𝑟 is the obliquity factor, 𝜃 is the angle between the unit vectors 𝒏
and 𝒓̂, 𝑘 = 2𝜋/𝜆 is the wave number, 𝜆 is the wavelength of the light, 𝑈(𝑃1 ) is the
complex field amplitude at any point P1on the aperture, and 𝑑𝐴 = 𝑑𝜉𝑑𝜂 is the elementary
surface area on the surface of the aperture, respectively.
Then, the Eq. (3.10) can be rewritten as,

(3.11)
Since the oblique distance 𝑟 is given by,
(3.12)
Let, 𝜌2 = (𝑥 − 𝜉)2 + (𝑦 − 𝜂)2, then,

(3.13)
Let us consider that the distance 𝑧 between the diffracting aperture and the
observation plane is large compared to the lateral distances of the points in the 𝑥-, 𝑦-, 𝜉-,
and 𝜂- directions, i.e., 𝑧 ≫ 𝜌. Then 𝑟 in the denominator in Eq. (3.11) can be replaced by
𝑧, but this replacement is not feasible in the exponential term because 𝑟 in the exponent is
multiplied by 𝑘 = 2𝜋/𝜆 with 𝜆 in the sub-micrometer range while 𝑟 in the meter range.
Thus, a small variation of 𝑟 would lead to significant phase errors. Therefore, more
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precise approximation for 𝑟 in the exponent is needed, which is known as the Fresnel
approximation. With this approximation Eq. (3.11) becomes,

(3.14)
For our assumption 𝑧 ≫ 𝜌, the Taylor series expansion in Eq. (3.13), we get,

(3.15)
Since we have assumed 𝑧 ≫ 𝜌 (𝑖. 𝑒. , 𝜌 ≫ 𝜆 or 𝑧 ≫ 𝜆), the higher order of

𝜌
𝑧

becomes

very small, which can be neglected so the Eq. (3.15) becomes,

(3.16)
This equation is known as the Fresnel approximation, and the inequality stated
above is a condition for the validity of the approximation. Using this result in Eq. (3.14),
we get,
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(3.17)
The Eq. (3.17) is the well-known Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral. This
result is nothing, but simply a Fourier transform of the diffracted field 𝑈(𝜉, 𝜂). This
equation can be used to model the propagation of light in a wide range of configurations,
either analytically or numerically. Due to its capability to quantitatively analyze the
diffracted field, it is aggressively used in the numerical reconstruction of the diffracted
field and the reconstruction of the image in digital holographic technique [1-19].
3.4

Recording of digital hologram
In digital holography, digital recording of object’s hologram is the very first and

most important step. For this purpose, optoelectronic sensor, i.e., CCD or CMOS camera
is used. To acquire the hologram of an object digitally, a coherent light is used to
illuminate the object. During this illumination, one part of the incident light undergoes
scattering from the object and a so-called object wave is created. This wave contains
information about the particle, such as its shape, size, and surface roughness [20]. The
other part of the light, which passes the particle, remains unscattered and is called the
reference wave. The object wave interferes with the reference wave and generates the
microscopically fine interference pattern across the sensor. The digitally recorded
interference pattern on the sensor-array is known as object’s hologram, which is used to
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numerically reconstruct the image to render the shape, size, and surface roughness
information on the particle profile.
During this process, we consider a single spherical particle in vacuum illuminated
by a collimated linearly polarized beam traveling in vacuum along the z-axis with
wavelength λ. In this case, both the reference and scattered wave amplitudes can be
represented as:

,

,

(3.18)
𝑟𝑒𝑓

respectively, where 𝐫 is the position vector, 𝑘=2π/λ is the wave number, and 𝐴𝑜

and

𝐴𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑎 are the amplitudes of the reference and scattered waves at the sensor’s surface [2022]. The intensity at the sensor when no particle is present is given by,

(3.19)
where c and 𝜀𝑜 are the speed of light and electric permittivity in vacuum, respectively.
Likewise, the intensity at the sensor when the particle is present is

(3.20)
Subtracting Eq. (3.19) from Eq. (3.20) gives the so-called contrast hologram,

(3.21)
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate [24].
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The first two terms in Eq. (3.21) are due to the interference between the reference
and scattered waves, whereas the last term is due to the scattered wave only. In principle,
an image of the particle can be reconstructed from this pattern. In this work, the particles
block only a small fraction of the illuminating light, and consequently, the intensity of the
reference wave dominates the intensity of the scattered wave. Thus, the last term in Eq.
(3.21) can be neglected, leaving,
(3.22)
By subtracting the reference intensity leading to Eq. (3.21), imperfections in the
incident beam profile are greatly suppressed [25]. The key characteristic of 𝐼con is its
linear dependence on the amplitude of the particle’s scattered wave. This means that the
phase of the wave over the sensor is encoded in the measurement. The Eq. (3.22) can
then be used with the reconstruction algorithm described in section 3.5 to render
unambiguously an image of the particle [24].
3.5

Reconstruction of image
Although various reconstruction methods available in literature can be utilized for

the image reconstruction, including reconstruction by convolution, angular spectrum, and
back-projection via the Radon transform, these are not the central to this work. This work
primarily relies on the well-known Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral presented in Eq.
(3.17) for the image reconstruction. Once the digital hologram is recorded using a sensor,
a contrast hologram is obtained by subtracting the particle-free background from the
particle’s raw hologram as described in section 3.4. This step is crucial to remove
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imperfections in the illumination-beam profile, improving the subsequent object image
during the reconstruction.
The contrast hologram is imagined as a transmission diffraction grating
illuminated at normal incidence by the same incident plane wave (i.e., a reconstruction
wave) as described in [6, 21, 24, 25]. The diffraction process is then modeled
computationally using the Fresnel-Kirchhoff approximation theory, and the model is used
to describe the light diffracted by this grating in a parallel plane separated by a distance z
from the grating [21, 24].
If z corresponds to the distance d between the particle and sensor during the
hologram measurement, the resulting diffraction pattern in the reconstruction plane (z =
d) yields a silhouette-like image of the object. However, the distance d is not known
accurately a priori such that an image in-focus is reconstructed in a single application of
the reconstruction operation. Therefore, an interactive process is used to produce the
focused image.
̂ + 𝜂𝒚
̂ + 𝑙𝒛̂, and a point in
Let the position of a pixel in the hologram be 𝒓′ = 𝜉𝒙
̂ + 𝑦𝒚
̂ + 𝑧𝒛̂. Then the diffracted wave amplitude 𝐾 in the
the image plane be 𝒓 = 𝑥𝒙
image plane using Eq. (3.17) is given by,
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Figure 3.4

Image formation in digital holography.

See text for detail explanation.

(3.23)
where 𝛼 =

𝑒 𝑖𝑘𝑧
𝑖𝜆𝑧

is a constant, 𝑈(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐾(𝑥, 𝑦) is the diffracted wave amplitude in the

image plane, 𝑈(𝜉, 𝜂) = 𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑛 (𝜉 , 𝜂) is the contrast hologram, i.e., wave amplitude in the
hologram plane.
The Eq. (3.23) is just a Fourier transform of the diffracted field 𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑛 (𝜉 , 𝜂). By
evaluating this integral in the image plane, the absolute square of the resulting wave
amplitude, |𝐾|2, forms the image of the object.
(3.24)
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3.6

Resolution limit of the reconstructed image
The ability of digital holographic imaging system to resolve detail in an image is

known as the resolution of the image. Even though DH has been established as an
important imaging modality with a wide range of applications, it comes with some
serious resolution limits, which greatly limit our capability of imaging various micronsized particles and analyzing their properties. Some parameters that significantly affect
the resolution of the reconstructed image are pixel size, pixel number, wavelength of the
coherence light used, and reconstruction distance.
In this dissertation, the numerical reconstruction of the image relies on the
Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral based on Fresnel approximation. This numerical
diffraction method has pixel resolution, δr, proportional to the propagation distance z
given by the relation:

(3.25)
where 𝜆 is the wavelength of the light, 𝑧𝑖 (= 𝑑) is the distance between the hologram and
sensor, 𝑁 is the number of pixels in the sensor array, and ∆ is pixel size.
The Eq. (3.25) gives the resolution limit for our reconstructed image. Together
𝜉2

with the minimum reconstruction distance, 𝑧𝑖 = 𝑁𝜆, where 𝜉 is the linear dimension
(either height or width, but the smaller one in the case of a rectangular shaped sensor) of
the hologram, the above equation has significant constraint on the size and resolution of
the reconstructed image [4]. The Eq. (3.25) clearly shows that the resolution of the
reconstructed image is heavily based on the sensor size, and the sensor comes with a
finite pixel size that sets a limit to the achievable resolution [26-29]. However, the
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resolution can be improved by using a sensor with greater dynamic range, by forming the
hologram with shorter wavelength light, and by employing a positive lens to magnify the
hologram during recording stage.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS
In this chapter, different experimental designs that are built to study the imaging
modality of DH will be discussed. All the constructed designs are based on the principle
of in-line digital holography configuration, i.e., the reference light and particle’s scattered
wave are incident on the recording plane with no angle difference between them [1-10].
The main objective of this chapter is to explore the feasibility of various imaging
modality in DH to image micron-sized particles and lay the foundation for the
advancement of aerosol-particle characterization technology and future instrumentdevelopment. Different designs are set to form holograms with both forward- and
backward-scattered light of various particle samples.
The experimental designs are presented in the Fig. 4.1-4.11 below. The optical
source used in this work is a Q-Switched Neodymium-doped yttrium lithium fluoride
ultraviolet laser (Nd: YFL UV laser) (Photonics Industries, DC50-351), frequency triple
to 351 nm wavelength. The sensors are (Finger Lakes Instrumentation, ML8300 of array
size 3448 x 2574 pixels and PointGrey Research Inc., Model # CMLN-13S2M of array
size 1296 x 964 pixels) CCD cameras.
4.1

Forward-scattering configuration
In this configuration, the particle, optical components, and sensor are arranged in

a line. As such, the configuration uses forward-scattered light to form the hologram,
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which minimizes the number of optical components required to construct the design.
Because of its simplicity and ease of operation, this configuration is appropriate for the
eventual development of a field-portable instrument. However, the in-line forward
scattering configuration is not suitable to image dense or cluster objects such as tissue
slides since the reference beam gets distorted causing severe aberrations in the
reconstruction of such images [5].
Following the description above, two different alignments are considered in the
forward-scattering configuration. In the first configuration, at a distance of 19 cm from
the laser, a fused silica lens (L1) of focal length 5 cm is used. At the focal point of L1, a
pinhole (PH) of diameter 25 µm is placed, which produces the circular diffraction pattern.
At a distance of 24 cm from the pin-hole, an iris selects only the central diffraction peak
and removes the stray light from the laser beam. Another fused silica lens (L2) with focal
length 30 cm then collimates the central diffraction peak from the iris. The optical
components from L1 to L2 collectively form a spatial filter, and the sole purpose of this
step is to produce a clean beam profile. Next to L2, another lens, L3, is used, which
focuses the beam to a waist. The wavefront then diverges like spherical wave after the
beam waist. This diverging-like beam is utilized to illuminate the particle. Then a sensor,
which is a FLI CCD camera, is used to record the hologram of the particle.
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Figure 4.1

Forward-scattering configuration in which particle in a stage is illuminated
by diverging-spherical beam profile.

Please note that there is no specific significance for using two color light in the figure.
The blue color is for particle illuminating light and the red color is for the particle’s
forward-scattered light, respectively.

Figure 4.2

Experimental setup for the forward-scattering configuration.
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A particle stage of 2.54 cm diameter is then inserted just after the beam waist on
xyz- translation stage in between L3 and sensor such that it is at a distance of 4 cm from
the L3 and 6.5 cm from the sensor. Later, this stage will hold a particle under
investigation. Then, the intensity of the light passing through the stage without a particle
is recorded, which provides an estimate for the amount of light incident on the sensor
array with the bare glass in order to avoid over-saturation of the sensor through judicious
adjustment of the laser intensity. Next, a particle is placed on the particle stage and the
hologram is recorded due to the particle’s forward scattered light.
The intensities of the beam in the particle-free condition, which is essentially a
measurement of the intensity of unscattered light and with the particle on the stage, or a
measurement of particle’s scattering interference with the unscattered light, are measured.
These intensities are reference (𝐼 𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) and raw hologram (𝐼 ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑜 ), respectively. Now, by
subtracting reference from the raw hologram, only the particle’s scattering wave
information is obtained, which is known as the contrast hologram (Icon).
At the time of this measurement, it can be determined whether that the intensity of
the beam from pulse to pulse is not the same. This can be a problem while subtracting the
reference from the raw hologram. This inequality causes either over-subtraction or undersubtraction and comprises a degree of noise and greatly limits the resolution of the image.
To eliminate this problem, an averaging method is used. For this case, five different
frames of both the reference and raw hologram are recorded and then the average is taken
separately. Afterwards, the average of reference frames is subtracted from the average of
raw holograms to get the contrast hologram. This is done in Mathematica. After this,
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following the procedure explained in section 3.5, an image of the particle is rendered
from this contrast hologram.
In the second configuration, L3 is removed from Fig. 4.1 above. In this new
configuration, particle stage is at 3 cm and sensor is at 12 cm from L2, respectively. This
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.3. The same procedure is followed to reconstruct
the image of the particle as described above.

Figure 4.3

Forward-scattering configuration in which particle in a stage is illuminated
by collimated beam profile.

In the diagram, blue light is the particle illuminating light and the red light is the
particle’s forward-scattered light, respectively.
4.2

Backward-scattering configuration
In this configuration, the particle, optical components, and sensor are not arranged

in a line. This design is comparatively complex since it uses more optical components
and is more sensitive to the alignment of the optics than the one discussed in section 4.1.
However, it offers more flexibility to set reference and object paths independently.
To enable this design, a pellicle beamsplitter (BS) of diameter 5.08 cm with a
reflection-to-transmission ratio 45:55 is used to split a beam as shown in Fig. 4.4. The
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arrangement is initially established by constructing a Michelson interferometer so that
proper alignment of the BS can be achieved.
Similar to section 4.1 above, two different alignments are considered in order to
record the particle’s backward-scattering hologram. In the first configuration, mirror M1
is fixed and mirror M2 is on a one-axis translation stage. The position of M2 is then
adjusted until an interference maximum is seen on the sensor, which is a FLI CCD
camera at a distance of 5.5 cm from the BS.
Following this alignment setup, M2 is removed and replaced by a beam dump
(BD). A particle stage on a xyz-translation stage is then placed in front of this BD. Then
another BD is placed in front M1, and the intensity of the backward-scattered light from
the particle-free stage is recorded, which provides an estimate for the amount of light
scattered by the bare glass. Next, a particle is kept on the stage and the BD in front of M1
is removed. Then the particle’s backward-scatted hologram is recorded. By subtracting
the particle-free and particle intensity patterns at the sensor, the contrast backwardscattered hologram is obtained. In this configuration, the portion of the light transmitted
from BS is used to illuminate the particle under investigation.
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Figure 4.4

Backward-scattering configuration in which particle in a stage is
illuminated by the light transmitted through the BS.

In the diagram, blue light is the particle illuminating light and red is the particle’s
backward-scattered light, respectively.
In the next configuration, the procedure above of keeping M2 fixed and M1 on a
translation stage is repeated until an interference maximum is seen on the sensor. This
configuration is different than the one described above in the sense that there is a particle
illuminated by the collimated beam transmitted through BS, but here the particle is
illuminated by the portion of the collimated beam reflected from the BS. The
experimental configuration for this case is shown in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5

Backward-scattering configuration in which particle in a stage is
illuminated by the light reflected from the BS.

In the diagram, blue light is the particle illuminating light and green is the particle’s
backward-scattered light, respectively.
In both configurations, a neutral density filter (ND=0.3) is kept in front of the
fixed mirror to make the intensity of the reference wave nearly equal to the intensity of
the particle’s backward-scattered light.
4.3

Simultaneous configuration
In this section, two different configurations, which are enabled to record a

particle’s forward- and backward-scattered holograms simultaneously, are constructed.
Since forward- and backward-scattered holograms are obtained simultaneously, a sideby-side comparison of the two images is possible. The information obtained from this
comparison could be useful for the characterization of a variety of microparticles.
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In the first configuration, after following the same procedure described in sections
4.2, M2 is replaced by an additional sensor, which is a PointGrey CCD camera and
labeled as “sensor-2” in the figure. This configuration is shown in the Fig. 4.6 below. In
this configuration, the back reflection from the sensor-2 overlaps with the particle’s
backward-scattered wave and produces noise in the backward-scattering hologram, i.e.,
on sensor-1. This noise deteriorates the resolution of the reconstructed image.

Figure 4.6

A digital holographic configuration in which a particle’s forward- and
backward-scattered holograms are recorded simultaneously.

In the diagram, red light is the particle’s forward- and backward-scattered light.
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Figure 4.7

Experimental setup for the simultaneous configuration.

In the next arrangement, the same procedure is followed as above, but M1 is
replaced by sensor-2 as shown in the Fig. 4.8. In this arrangement, multiple reflections of
light between the two sensor arrays also cause background noise in the holograms and
hence, impact the reconstructed image quality.
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Figure 4.8

A digital holographic configuration in which a particle’s forward- and
backward-scattered holograms are recorded simultaneously.

In the diagram, green light is the particle’s forward- and backward-scattered light.
In these configurations, because of the dynamic range of the two sensors is not
equal, another neutral density filter (ND=0.3) is placed in front of sensor-2 to avoid
saturation.
4.4

Multiple-sample study
After successful investigation of a particle in forward- and backward-scattering

configurations, the concept is extended to examine multiple samples at a time. Multiple
samples are examined in both forward- and backward-scattering modes, respectively.
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4.4.1

Forward-scattering configuration
First, a configuration is designed to record forward-scattered holograms of two

different samples simultaneously. In this configuration, after achieving the Michelson
interferometer alignment with the constructive interference pattern on the sensor array
when no particle is present, M2 is replaced by sensor-1 and M1 is replaced by sensor-2,
respectively. These two sensors are at a distance of 11 cm from the BS. Then the particle
stages in the xyz-translation stage are placed in front of the sensors. To avoid saturation
on sensor-2, a neutral density filter (ND=0.3) is placed in front of it.

Figure 4.9

A digital holographic configuration in which two different samples are
examined by recording particles’ forward-scattered holograms
simultaneously.

In the diagram, red and green light are the particles’ forward-scattered light from the
respective samples.
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Figure 4.10

4.4.2

Experimental setup for the multiple samples examination.

Backward-scattering configuration
Second, the configuration presented in the Fig. 4.9 is modified to record

backward-scattered holograms of two different samples in a single sensor. This
configuration is achieved by replacing sensor-1 and sensor-2 by two BDs, and BD by a
sensor (FLI Camera) in the Fig. 4.9. This configuration is presented in Fig. 4.11 below.
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Figure 4.11

A digital holographic configuration in which two different samples are
examined by recording particles’ backward-scattered holograms
simultaneously.

In the diagram, red and green light are the backward-scattered light from the respective
samples.
In this configuration, a single wavelength is used to illuminate both samples
simultaneously. Therefore, if both samples are at the equal distance from the sensor, it is
hard to separate their images during the reconstruction procedure because they coincide
with each other. To eliminate this problem, particle samples, which are under
investigation, are placed at different distances from the sensor. In this work, one sample
is placed at 6.5 cm and another sample is at 11 cm from the sensor during the recording
of the holograms. In this case, the respective images of the samples focus at different
reconstruction distances. Thus, the focusing on one image will not disturb by the other,
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i.e., when one is in focus, other will be out of focus and disappear from the field-of-view
and vice-versa.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, various experimental results based on the in-line digital
holographic principle using Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral presented in Eq. 3.23
will be discussed. To reconstruct the image of a variety of particles available in the
laboratory, the recorded digital holograms of these particles in different configurations
presented in Fig. 4.1-4.11 are used. To make the results consistent, the parameters that
influence the process of recording of holograms are kept fixed and all the holograms are
recorded exactly in the identical condition for the given configuration.
This work readily describes a proof-of-principle experiment where the digital
holograms of single and multiple microparticles are measured simultaneously using
forward- and backward-scattered light. Following reconstruction of the particle image,
the pattern can then be unambiguously and quantitatively associated with the shape, size,
and orientation of the particle produced. The computationally reconstructed images from
the digitally recorded holograms compare well in quality and accuracy to the
corresponding microscope images.
5.1

Validation and calibration
After following the recording procedure explained in Sec 3.4, the contrast

hologram of the sample is obtained. The result is presented in Fig. 5.1 below. This step is
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crucial to remove imperfections in the illumination-beam profile and improve the
resolution of the subsequent particle-image.

Figure 5.1

Plots (a), (b), and (c) show background, raw hologram, and contrast
hologram of the ragweed pollen cluster, respectively.

The contrast hologram in the plot (c) is the result of the subtraction of plot (a) from the
plot (b).
The reconstruction procedure explained in Sec 3.5 is then applied to that contrast
hologram to render the image of the particle. The contrast hologram, 𝐼con, in the plot (c)
above is fed into the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral presented in Eq. 3.23, and then
by evaluating integral in the image plane, the absolute square of the resulting wave
amplitude, K, forms the image of the particle. This image of the particle is presented in
Fig. 5.2 below.
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Figure 5.2

Plot shows the reconstructed image of the ragweed pollen cluster using
contrast hologram presented in Fig. 5.1 (c).

To test the apparatus and validate the result, a comparison is made between the
holographic and conventional optical microscope images of the same particle. This is
done by placing a ragweed pollen cluster on a particle stage. For this purpose, the pollen
cluster is first put on a clean stage and then imaged with the conventional optical
microscope. Afterwards, the stage with the same pollen cluster is transferred to the
holographic measurement position, and a hologram is recorded, on which the image
reconstruction procedure is followed. The almost similar procedure is followed on 50 μm
traceable borosilicate glass spheres. At this time, the borosilicate glass spheres are
sprinkled in a clean particle stage and image of the particle is taken using a smartphone
(Samsung galaxy, Note 4, 12 Megapixel camera). Afterwards, the stage with the same
spheres is transferred to the holographic measurement to record a hologram. The
holographic reconstructed image is compared with the smartphone image. In both cases,
immediately after recording the raw holograms, the background intensities are recorded
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by blowing the particle samples from the stage, which are then used to get the respective
contrast holograms.
Both the examples demonstrating the comparison between the reconstructed
holographic and conventional optical microscope images of the same sample are
presented in Figs 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.

Figure 5.3

Plots (a), (b), and (c) show contrast hologram, reconstructed image, and
conventional microscope image of the same ragweed pollen cluster,
respectively.

The above contrast hologram shown does not display the full sensor output; it is cropped
to show only the portion of the hologram that is considered in validation.
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Figure 5.4

Plots (a), (b), and (c) show contrast hologram, reconstructed image, and
smartphone image of the same 50 μm borosilicate glass spheres,
respectively.

The above contrast hologram shown does not display the full sensor output; it is cropped
to show only the portion of the hologram that is considered in validation.
In the Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, plots are not calibrated. The field-of-view in the Fig. 5.4
is significantly larger (or, less magnification) than that in Fig. 5.3 to include all the
particles inside the reconstructed image so even the 50 μm glass spheres are appearing
smaller than the ragweed pollen, which are approximately 20 μm in size. A comparison
between two contrast holograms, i.e., Figs. 5.3 (c) and 5.4 (c), shows that when the
particles are clustered, the hologram is more complex. For a large group of particles, the
hologram is extremely complex, but there is no well-established general rule to interpret
them.
By comparing these two images, it can be seen that the holographic setup
successfully produces an accurate image of the ragweed pollen cluster and 50 μm
traceable borosilicate glass spheres with sufficient resolution to discern individual
particles. In other words, computationally reconstructed images from the digitally
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recorded holograms compared well in quality and accuracy to the corresponding
microscope images.
While a holographic image at once presents a particle’s shape and size, it is
necessary to describe these properties quantitatively. Yet, irregularly-shaped particle
images vary with particle orientation. Thus, it is necessary to use analysis that is
rotationally invariant to quantitatively describe the shape of these particles. However, in
this work, only a rough calibration is performed using Thorlabs resolution plate
(R1L3S2P-1mm Stage Micrometer) and 1951 U.S. Air Force (USAF) glass slide
resolution target (Edmund Optics), and the calibration is then tested in various standardsized particles, such as National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)-traceable
borosilicate microspheres (Duke Scientific Corp.) and optical fiber (Newport
Corporation, F-SMF-28) of diameter 245 μm. For this purpose, a scale factor is
determined relating the microscope-image pixel number to micrometers. Then, by
comparing the holographic image of a resolution plate to the microscope image of the
same test plate, an additional scale factor is determined relating the hologram pixel
number to micrometers. In this way, the holographic images of all subsequent particles
are rendered in calibrated micrometer length rather than pixel number. This overall
process of relating the pixel number to micrometers is identical with the process
explained in [9].
Examples are presented in Fig. 5.5 - 5.7 demonstrating the calibration of the scale
from hologram pixel number to micrometers.
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Figure 5.5

Thorlabs resolution plate.

The plot shows the Thorlabs resolution plate picture provided by the manufacturer
company to show the product details.
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Figure 5.6

Plot (a) shows the microscope image of Thorlabs test plate, and plots (b),
and (c) show non-calibrated and calibrated reconstructed images,
respectively.

The purpose of showing plots (b) and (c) the same size as the reconstruction output is to
make small lines visible.
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In this Thorlabs resolution plate, two small lines are 10 μm apart and makes the
total distance from 0 to 1 mm equal to 1000 μm. In the above reconstructed images, these
lines are clearly distinguishable; however the resolution is poor. This somehow indicates
the resolution limit of this work.

Figure 5.7

Plot shows the calibrated reconstructed image of 1951 U.S. Air Force
(USAF) resolution target due to the forward scattering light.

After calibrating the scale on Thorlabs resolution plate (R1L3S2P-1mm Stage
Micrometer) and 1951 U.S. Air Force (USAF) glass slide resolution target (Edmund
Optics), the calibration is tested in 245 μm optical fiber and 30 μm borosilicate glass
spheres, and the result is presented in Fig. 5.8 below.
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Figure 5.8

Plots show the calibrated reconstructed images of 245 μm optical fiber and
30 μm borosilicate glass spheres due to the forward scattering light,
respectively.

Above results show that the calibrated scale is working well for standard particles,
such as optical fiber and borosilicate glass spheres. This makes it convenient to use the
same calibrated scale factor for a variety of other particles.
5.2

Resolution limit
A rough estimate for the resolution of the holographic image is made using 10 μm

diameter traceable borosilicate glass microspheres on a particle stage and positioning the
stage in the measurement volume of the laser beam. The result is presented in Fig. 5.9
below.
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Figure 5.9

Estimation of the resolution limit of the experimental configurations.

Plot (a) shows the holographic image of the 10 µm diameter borosilicate glass
microspheres and (b) shows the conventional optical microscope image of the same
microspheres.
The image resolution in this work is ~10 𝜇𝑚. This resolution is sufficient for most
of the micron-sized particles to clearly discern the size and shape of a single particle, but
this does not resolve the smaller features, such as surface roughness of many particles
like the spikes on the ragweed pollen spores, which are roughly about 1 μm in size. Partly
the resolution is determined by the numerical aperture, NA, as defined by the solid angle
subtended by the sensor at the particle. Thus, increasing the sensor size and decreasing λ
will improve the resolution.
In short, the resolution limit is given by the eq. (3.25) as,𝛿𝑟 =

𝜆𝑧𝑖
𝑁∆

, where 𝜆 is the

wavelength of the light used to illuminate the particle, 𝑧𝑖 is the distance between the
object and sensor, 𝑁 is the number of pixels in the sensor array, and ∆ is pixel size.
In our case, 𝜆 = 351 nm, N = 2574 pixels (only lower side of FLI camera is
considered), ∆ = 5.4 µm, and 𝑧𝑖 ≈ 6.5 cm; therefore the approximate resolution limit of
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the reconstructed image is 𝛿𝑟 ≈ 1.6 µm. However, the sensor pixel-size ∆ restricts the
fringe-spacing resolved in the hologram, and hence, the subtle details in the images. The
effect of ∆ can be decreased with increasing polar scattering angle θ. But, due to the
physical limitation, the sensor size cannot be arbitrarily increased as its outer portions
will not resolve the hologram. Therefore, only optimal resolution is achieved for a given
pixel and array size by balancing the different limitations during the recording phase.
However, a single lens can be used to magnify the hologram such that a largeformat sensor can resolve it fully without degrading the NA. I have planned to implement
this step in my future research directions.
5.3

Computationally focusing of image in DH
The holographic imaging technique offers a unique capability of obtaining some

sense of the three-dimensional form of an image from a single measurement. The basic
concept is analogous to the “focusing in” on a particle in conventional microscopy. In the
conventional microscopy, the microscope objective is moved mechanically to vary the
distance between it and the microscope slide, causing a blurred image of a particle to
evolve into a sharp image and then again blurred once the sharp image is evolved as
shown in diagrams (a)-(c) in Fig. 5.10. If the particle is thick and transparent, then
different depths within the particle can be brought into focus to provide insight into
particle’s three-dimensional structure. In DH, the same process can be done by
computationally varying the distance 𝑧 = d used in the image reconstruction stage as
described in [1, 2, 9]. The resulting reconstructed image gives the same impression of
focusing in on the particle as one gets from conventional microscopy. For this, in the
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microscopy, an image must be recorded at each focus depth; however, in DH similar
image sequence is obtained from a single contrast hologram only.
Fig. 5.10 presents an example showing this holographic focusing process. The top
row (a)-(c) shows the scanning electron microscope image of a gecko-shaped object and
Shell logo at three different focus depths; whereas, the middle row (d)-(f) shows the
optical microscope images of 30 µm borosilicate glass sphere at three different focus
depths. This clearly shows that for a particular given microscope objective, there is only
one in-focus image, i.e., images (b) and (e). Below and above that point only a blurred
image is possible as shown in images (a) and (c) and (d) and (f). Then the bottom row
shows a holographic image sequence for a NaCl particle that is produced by
computationally scanning the reconstruction plane along the z-axis around 𝑧 = 𝑑. By
comparing these three rows, one can clearly see that there is a strong similarity in the
focusing behavior of these imaging techniques.
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Figure 5.10

Focusing behavior of the holographic image reconstruction process.

The top row shows scanning electron microscope images of a gecko-shaped object and
Shell logo at three different focus depths (a) – (c). The middle row shows the optical
microscope images of 30 µm borosilicate glass spheres at three different focus depths (d)(f). The bottom row shows the reconstruction image of NaCl particle when the
reconstruction plane is at the three positions for z: 𝑧 < 𝑑 for (e), 𝑧 = 𝑑 for (f), i.e., in
focus, and 𝑧 > 𝑑 for (g), respectively.
The idea of the images in the top row is adopted from [2].
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After validating the result and finding the resolution limit of the work, different
experimental configurations are considered to record the forward- and backwardscattering holograms of a variety of particles. These configurations are as follows:
5.4

Forward-scattering configuration
The forward scattering configuration is the most commonly used configuration in

DH. The reason for this is that it is simple to construct and easy to operate. This
configuration is best suited for the small and transparent particles.
To record the hologram of a particle due to forward-scattered light, two different
configurations as described in Sec. 4.1 are considered, and corresponding images are
reconstructed by following the previously outlined image reconstruction procedure
presented in Sec. 3.5.
The contrast holograms and reconstructed images of 20 µm borosilicate glass
spheres, volcanic ash, and clay using the configuration in Fig. 4.1 (or, Fig. 4.2) are shown
below. In this configuration, particles are illuminated by what is approximately a
spherical wave originating from the beam waist. The beam continues until reaching the
sensor, at which point it expands to fill the entire pixel array. The separation between the
particle sample and the sensor is approximately 6.5 cm.
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Figure 5.11

Glass spheres, volcanic ash and clay particle.

Images (a) and (b) show the contrast hologram and corresponding reconstructed image
for 20 µm borosilicate glass spheres, images (c) and (d) show the same for a single
volcanic ash particle, and images (e) and (f) for a clay particle, respectively.
The red circle in the contrast holograms highlight the area of the hologram considered in
reconstruction.
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Here, due to the spherical nature of the illuminating light, there is a relative
amplification of the scattered wave at the sensor, which enhances the interference pattern
of the hologram leading to slight magnification on the recording plane. However, it
introduces an aberration if a linear type object such as optical fiber is considered. This is
in comparison with the results obtained when the same sample is illuminated with the
collimated beam.
The contrast holograms and reconstructed images of 30 µm borosilicate glass
spheres, NaCl particle, and pecan pollen using the configuration in Fig. 4.3 are shown
below.
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Figure 5.12

Glass spheres, NaCl particle, and pecan pollen.

Images (a) and (b) show the contrast hologram and corresponding reconstructed image
for 30 µm borosilicate glass spheres, images (c) and (d) show the same for NaCl particle,
and images (e) and (f) for pecan pollen, respectively.
A comparison between two illuminating beam profiles in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3 shows
that when a particle is illuminated by diverging beam profile, measurement volume, i.e.,
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the volume right after the beam waist, is comparatively smaller than that in the collimated
beam profile. This helps to focus into a particular particle on the particle stage and makes
the steps of hologram recording much easier because of its magnifying nature. However,
this adds some aberrations on the recorded hologram and hence, on the reconstructed
image, than that of the case of the collimated beam illumination. To demonstrate this
problem, the recorded hologram and corresponding reconstructed image of an optical
fiber is presented in Fig. 5.13. It is also noted that the reconstruction distance, z, required
to focus the image is highly sensitive to the small variation in the distance between the
particle and sensor, d, during recording. To show this effect, a table showing the variation
of reconstruction distance with the variation in the recording distance is presented in
Table 5.1 below.
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Figure 5.13

In the figure, plots (a) and (b) show the contrast hologram and
corresponding reconstructed image of the fiber during the diverging beam
illumination, and plots (c) and (d) show the same for collimated beam
illumination, respectively.
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Table 5.1

Comparison between the recording and reconstruction distances in
diverging and collimated beam illumination.

Diverging beam illumination
Recording distance
Reconstruction
(d in cm)
distance (z in log
scale)
7.0
0.8000000

5.5

Collimated beam illumination
Recording distance (d
Reconstruction
in cm)
distance (z in log
scale)
7.0
0.0705775

7.5

0.9500000

7.5

0.0720500

9.0

1.3060000

9.0

0.0767550

Backward-scattering configuration
In DH, using a particle’s forward-scattering light to record the hologram is more

common and widely used. Despite its simplicity and ease of operation, the forwardscattering geometry is not suitable to image opaque objects since the forward-scattered
hologram yields only its silhouette after image reconstruction. Thus, the particle surface
characteristics are obscured. Therefore, the motivations of this configuration relates to
imaging opaque particles to discern surface textures, or structural features, that are
sufficiently larger than the diffraction limit. While the resolution of the imaging
technique can be improved, various results in this configuration demonstrate that
backward-scattered light holographic imaging may be useful for studies of opaque
micrometer-sized particles that must be examined in a contact-free manner, including
liquid or frozen aerosol particles.
Similar to the forward-scattering configuration, two different configurations as
described in Sec. 4.2 are considered to record the backward-scattered holograms of the
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particles and corresponding images are rendered computationally following the same
image reconstruction procedure.
In Fig. 5.14 below, the contrast holograms and their respective reconstructed
images using the configuration in Fig. 4.4 are presented.
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Figure 5.14

Glass spheres, iron powder, and aspergillus flavus spores.

Images (a) and (b) show the contrast hologram and corresponding reconstructed image
for 50 µm borosilicate glass spheres, images (c) and (d) show the same for iron powder,
and images (e) and (f) for aspergillus flavus spores, respectively.
Likewise, in Fig. 5.15 below, the contrast holograms and their respective
reconstructed images using the configuration in Fig. 4.5 are presented.
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Figure 5.15

Ash, lycopodium powder, and Mississippi road dust.

Images (a) and (b) show the contrast hologram and corresponding reconstructed image
for ash particles, images (c) and (d) show the same for lycopodium powder, and images
(e) and (f) for Mississippi road dust, respectively.
A close look between the Figs. 5.14 and 5.15 shows that the reconstructed images
presented in Fig. 5.15 have some background noise. This noise is either from the twin
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images or from the multiple reflections between the sensor array and particle stage. Since
the sensor array and particle stage are facing each other, there is a higher chance of
multiple reflection between them and ultimately, result in a background noise in the
reconstructed images.
5.6

Simultaneous configuration
To record the holograms of a particle due to both forward- and backward-

scattering light, two different configurations, as shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, are
considered. Since the forward-scattering configuration is suitable mostly for transparent
and small particles, the backward-scattering configuration, together with forwardscattering, adds the extra capability to the digital holographic imaging technique, and
both transparent and opaque particles can be considered without any limitation. One
motivation for this configuration is to develop an imaging modality, which can record
both forward- and backward-scattering holograms of a particle simultaneously and allow
a side-by-side comparison between the reconstructed images. This information could be
useful for the characterization of various micron-sized particles and lay the foundation for
the future instrument-development.
The reconstructed images due to both forward- and backward-scattered holograms
using the configuration in Fig. 4.6 (or, Fig. 4.7) are presented in the Fig. 5.16 below.
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Figure 5.16

Pecan pollen, Mississippi road dust, and USAF resolution target.

Images (a) and (b) show the reconstructed images for pecan pollen due to the forwardand backward-scattered holograms, images (c) and (d) show the same for Mississippi
road dust, and images (e) and (f) for the USAF resolution target, respectively.
The red highlights in the images are to show up the explicit differences in a side-by-side
comparison of two reconstructed images. To see significant differences, highlight 1
should be compared with 1’ and 2 with 2’, respectively.
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A comparison between the forward- and backward-scattering images (e) and (f) in
Fig. 5.16 shows that the backward-scattered image resolution is very poor as compared to
the forward-scattered image. The reason for this is the high absorption coefficient of the
resolution plate and very low backward-scattering. During the measurement it is found
that for other samples, the sensor gets saturated at diode current, Is =1.98 Amps, but at the
time of this resolution plate the sensor only saturated at diode current of 3.25 Amps. This
is a good indication that the method of backward-scattering imaging does not work well
for highly absorbing particles and is best suited for reflecting particle.
Similarly, the reconstructed images due to both forward- and backward-scattered
holograms using the configuration in Fig. 4.8 are presented in the Fig. 5.17 below.
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Figure 5.17

Clay, NaCl particle, and volcanic ash.

Images (a) and (b) show the reconstructed images for clay due to the forward- and
backward- scattering holograms, images (c) and (d) show the same for NaCl particle, and
images (e) and (f) for volcanic ash, respectively.
A close examination of the reconstructed images presented in Figs. 5.16 and 5.17
shows that the forward- and backward-scattering images hold different information on
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the particle’s surface textures and edge roughness. For example, images (c) and (d) in
Fig. 5.16 show a significant difference in the ability to resolve detail about the “edge” of
the particle images, whereas images (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) in Fig. 5.17 show
noteworthy variation on the surface roughness. These differences show up in a side-byside comparison of two images, explicitly in the highlighted regions 1 and 1’, and 2 and
2’. This clearly suggests that the two image perspectives reveal aspects of the particle
structure not available from forward-scattering alone. Therefore, this modality could be
supportive to insight more on the particles’ profile and hence, in characterizing their
morphology and light-scattering behavior.
The poor resolution of the holographic image due to the backward-scattered light
does not make the comparison process appealing. However, there should be a clear
distinction between the images. To demonstrate the importance of backward imaging, a
comparison between two images of the conventional optical microscope using the
configurations shown in the Figs. 5.18 and 5.19 is made. These images are presented in
Fig. 5.20 below.

Figure 5.18

Imaging of an object in conventional optical microscope by illuminating
through downward.
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Figure 5.19

Imaging of an object in conventional optical microscope by illuminating
from upward.

In these two configurations, the configuration presented in Fig. 5.18 is analog to
the forward-scattering imaging, and the configuration presented in Fig. 5.19 is analog to
the backward-scattering imaging in holographic system, respectively. By comparing the
images of the same sample (opaque sample) in these two configurations, one can easily
conclude that two imaging modalities reveal the different particle structures, which is not
available from one side image alone. In the traditional configurations, the particles’
forward-scattered light is usually used to form the image, thus opaque particles yield only
a silhouette-image and the particle surface characteristics are obscured. We find the same
is true here, yet some detail can be seen in the forward- and backward-scattered images
that are different. The two images presented in Fig. 5.20 clearly demonstrate this feature
and elucidate the importance of dual imaging modality. Since the particle’s light
scattering behavior is greatly depends on the particle’s shape, size, surface texture, and
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orientation, it is very important to know the details about the particle’s morphology to
accurately measure the optical observables.

Figure 5.20

Plot (a) shows the image of NaCl particle using setup shown in Fig. 5.18
and plot (b) shows the image of the same particle using setup shown in Fig
5.19, respectively.

However, the resolution of the holographic image due to the backward-scattered
hologram is very low as compared to the image due to the forward-scattered hologram.
This may be the one reason we could not see the subtle details on the surface texture. To
get the details on the surface texture, the resolution of the holographic image should be
around 1 µm. The resolution could be improved using a sensor with greater dynamic
range, by illuminating the particle with shorter wavelength light, and using a positive lens
to magnify the particle’s hologram during recording.
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5.7

Multiple-sample study
The experimental arrangements presented in Figs. 4.9 - 4.11 are built to analyze

multiple samples simultaneously. In Fig. 4.9 (or, Fig. 4.10), forward-scattered holograms
of two different samples are recorded using two different sensors, whereas in Fig. 4.11,
backward-scattered holograms of two different samples are recorded using a single
sensor simultaneously. In the first arrangement, both samples are kept at the equal
distance from the sensors, whereas in the later arrangement, these samples are kept at
different distances from the sensor to minimize the problem described in Sec. 4.4.2. This
means that the two reconstructed images are in focus at different reconstruction distances.
The reconstructed images of the two different samples due to the forwardscattered light using the arrangement in Fig. 4.9 are presented in the Fig. 5.21 below.
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Figure 5.21

Forward-scattering reconstructed images of multiple samples.

Plots 1-(a) and 1-(b) show the reconstructed images for 50 µm glass spheres and NaCl
particle due to the forward-scattered light, and images 2-(c) and 2-(d) show the same for
clay and iron powder, and images 1-(e) and 1-(f) for volcanic ash and Mississippi road
dust, respectively.
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Likewise, a contrast hologram and corresponding reconstructed images of the two
different samples due to the backward-scattered light using the arrangement in Fig. 4.11
are presented in the Fig. 5.22 below.

Figure 5.22

Backward-scattering reconstruction images of multiple samples.

Plot at the top is the contrast hologram of two different samples, image (a) shows the
reconstructed image for NaCl particle when the reconstruction distance z = 0.06670,
image (b) shows the out of focus image during scanning the distance, and image (c)
shows the reconstructed image for 50 µm glass spheres when the reconstruction distance
z = 0.08275, respectively.
The results presented in Fig. 5.21 are straightforward since two different samples
are kept in two different stages and the corresponding forward-scattered holograms are
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recorded by two different sensors, but this step is the basic idea for the next step, i.e.
recording of backward-scattered holograms of two different samples simultaneously. The
results in Fig. 5.22 clearly show that two different samples can be analyzed at a time
using the experimental arrangement presented in Fig. 4.11. The one limitation for this
step is either to keep samples at two different recording distances from the sensor or use
two different coherence sources to illuminate particles separately. However, this modality
is working well in quality and accuracy to the corresponding configurations and might
have a greater significance in building a lightweight, cost-effective, and field-portable
microscope system, which can analyze multiple microparticles simultaneously.
To my knowledge, in this work I have provided the first successful imaging
modality of the multiple samples using forward- and backward-scattering light
simultaneously in digital holographic microscopy.
5.8

Imaging of biological samples
Imaging of biological specimens plays a crucial role in the understanding of many

physiological processes in biology. Cells are almost invisible in standard light
microscopes as they do not absorb light. However, they shift the phase of the light
because of the cell refractive index [3]. The digital holographic technique is taking
advantage of this property of the cells and able to image them even without staining or
labeling. With the capability of real-time imaging and quantitative measurements of
different physiological parameters in biological specimens, different cell properties,
which previously have been impossible or very difficult to study directly in living cells,
such as thickness, volume, and cell refractive index, are now possible without damaging
the samples in any way. Therefore, DH utilizes the phase properties of coherent light to
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image a sample and extensively in use to measure cell shape, volume, and dry mass
without any labeling under a very low-intensity light source [3-5]. The DH is not only
limited to the imaging of cells, but also has been successfully applied to study the cell
proliferation, cell movement, and cell morphology [6-8]. In this work, DH is restricted to
apply only in imaging of some biological samples, i.e., plant cell samples such as
mildew, ovule, parenchyma, stoma, bamboo in cross-section, spirogyra moss, etc.,
available in the laboratory. Despite the low resolution of the reconstructed images, some
surface characteristics are clearly visible.
The reconstructed images of selected specimens are presented in Fig. 5.23 below.
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Figure 5.23

Reconstructed image of biological samples.

Image (a) shows the reconstructed image of gymnosperm steam cross-section, images
(b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) show the same for spirogyra moss, bamboo cross-section, leaf
veins, mildew, and ovule, respectively.
Since there are no optical elements between the sample and sensor in DH, this
provides more flexibility in the working distance of several centimeters, which is
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significantly greater than the single- to sub-millimeter working distance of the
microscope objective in conventional microscopy. This is especially true during the high
magnification using large NA. The absence of any optical element between the particle
and sensor eliminates noise that can result from ambient dust that collects on the optical
surface [9]. This makes DH a very versatile technique for many medical and biological
applications.
5.9

Conclusion
This work explores the feasibility of imaging single and multiple microparticles

with DH using forward- and backward-scattered light rather than the more commonly
used forward- scattered light only technique. These images are computationally
reconstructed from the digitally recorded holograms and compare well in quality and
accuracy to the corresponding microscope images. Even though the resolution of the
holographic images is less than that from the microscope, the size and shape of a single
particle as small as 10 µm in size are clearly distinguishable. The resolution could be
improved using a sensor with greater dynamic range, by illuminating the particle with
shorter wavelength light, and using a positive lens to magnify the particle’s hologram
during recording. Also, replacing the particle stage with a flowing aerosol stream will
help to eliminate a large degree of noise that can result from ambient dust that collects on
the optical surface. The results of this work may be useful for developing a field-portable
microscopy system for real-time characterization of various man-made and
environmental dust particles, including liquid or frozen aerosol particles.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK
In this chapter, a summary of the dissertation work described in Chapter I through
Chapter V on the characterization of microparticles through digital holography is given.
In addition to this, some recommendations for future research work in the area of digital
holography are proposed.
6.1

Research summary
With the recent development of the technology, different accurate particle

imaging and characterization techniques are now possible. What is missing, however, are
precise contact-free measurements of real particles. The inherent contact-free and rapid
nature of DH helps to make DH a sensitive, selective, and robust imaging and
characterization technique for many applications. Since a particle’s scattering pattern
depends on its morphology, composition, and orientation, proper analysis of a measure
pattern can be useful for characterization [1, 2, 3]. Unfortunately, no unambiguous
relationship between a measured pattern and the particle characteristics is known, which
is commonly known as the classical inverse problem in applied light scattering [4, 5].
Despite much work, no such method has demonstrated the ability to confidently
characterize arbitrary particles in situ. The non-invasive nature of DH can be extended to
overcome the inverse problem and in measuring the optical observables, such as the
scattering pattern, total cross-sections, and single-scattering albedo [3].
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Digital holography is a newly emerging particle characterization paradigm that is
mostly free from the drawbacks of conventional holographic technique and can
unambiguously describe unknown particle shape, size, and surface texture. One single
measurement will automatically feed a novel analysis that can quantify the detailed threedimensional (3D) morphology of these particles simultaneously with optical observables.
More broadly, the outcomes of this work can be used to improve contact-free particle
imaging techniques and other novel applications. Particles studied with conventional
optical microscopy can distort, aggregate, and fragment upon collection. This is
particularly true for liquid or frozen particles. Also, if the size of the particle falls under
certain range the microscope-based techniques requires the high Numerical Aperture
(NA), which dramatically restricts the depth-of-filed to 𝑧 = 2𝜆/(𝑁𝐴)2 ≈ 4 𝜇𝑚, where z
is the particle to microscope objective distance, 𝜆 (≈ 351 𝑛𝑚) is the wavelength of the
light used, and 𝑁𝐴 is the numerical aperture. In that case, the position of the particle must
be then controlled to within ~4 𝜇𝑚 for the images to be in-focus. Such precision is
highly challenging in practice and often requires a complex and costly microscope
objective. Further, conventional optical microscopy systems come with optical aberration
and require a complex optical arrangement to remove it. If multiple particles are present
in close proximity, it is highly unlikely that each will be in-focus given the small value of
z. In such case, the measurement must be repeated if blurred images are obtained.
However, in DH technique different prospective of a single particle, separated multiple
particles, or a connected cluster is possible by a single shot hologram. This is much like
microscopy where some sense of a particle’s 3D structure can be garnered from a single
measurement. The basic idea is analogous to the “focusing in” on a different particle
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focus-depth in conventional microscopy; such focusing is possible in DH
computationally by varying reconstruction distance z after recording the particle’s
hologram. The entirely digital nature of DH is a big plus in rendering the image of the
particles. Unlike the conventional microscopy technique, in DH the digitally recorded
hologram can be used at any time and at any place to image multiple particles present at
different locations in the measurement volume.
The main motivation relates this work is to the imaging of single and multiple
particles from holograms derived from scattered light from different directions. This
work clearly demonstrates the feasibility of different experimental designs in DH, which
are capable of imaging a variety of micron-sized particles using both forward- and
backward- scattering light simultaneously. Since the images of a particle are rendered
from forward- and backward-scattered holograms simultaneously, a side-by-side
comparison of the two images is possible. In the traditional in-line holographic
configurations, the particles’ forward-scattered light is usually used to form the
hologram, thus opaque particles yield only a silhouette-image after reconstruction and the
particle surface characteristics are obscured. We find the same is true here, yet some
detail can be seen in the forward- and backward-scattered holographic images that are
different. This suggests that the two image perspectives reveal aspects of the particle
structure not available from a forward-scattering based image alone.
The results of this work on backward scattering light holographic imaging may be
useful for studying opaque particles that must be examined in a contact-free manner,
including liquid or frozen aerosol particles. This different imaging modality in DH could
be supportive to insight more on the particles’ morphology and crucially important for
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the advancement of particle characterization technique and future instrumentdevelopment.
6.2

Recommendation of future work
There are numerous works to be done in order to establish DH as a most efficient

imaging technique for many applications. Here are the some recommendations for future
work:
6.2.1

Resolution enhancement
In this work, the image resolution is found to be ~10 μm. This resolution is only

sufficient to distinguish various natural pollens, dust particles, and traceable borosilicate
glass spheres, but fails to resolve the smaller features of many particles, such as surface
roughness of the particles, spikes on the surface of the ragweed pollen spores, etc., and
variation in the images in irregular shaped particles with the particle orientation.
Therefore, increasing the resolution of the reconstructed image is the main objective of
the future work. There are various factors affecting the resolution of the reconstructed
image in DH. In short, the resolution is determined partly by the NA as defined by solid
angle subtended by the sensor array at the particle. Thus, increasing the sensor array size
and decreasing the distance between the particle and sensor will improve the resolution.
However, the sensor pixel-size ∆ greatly restricts the fringe-spacing resolved in the
hologram, and hence, the fine details images. But this can be improved by increasing
polar scattering angle θ. Also, the resolution of the particle images can easily be
improved using a sensor with greater dynamic range, by forming hologram with shorter
wavelength light, and by employing a positive lens to magnify the hologram [6-10].
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Besides this, replacing the particle stage with a flowing aerosol steam helps to eliminate a
large degree of stray light and improve the subsequent particle-image resolution. These
steps are planned and recommended to implement in the future work to increase the
resolution of the image up to the sub-micron range.
6.2.2

Measuring optical observables
The scattering cross section 𝐶 𝑠𝑐𝑎 , extinction cross section 𝐶 𝑒𝑥𝑡 , absorption cross

section 𝐶 𝑎𝑏𝑠 , and the single-scattering albedo ϖ are collectively referred to as “optical
observables.” Our group recently discovered that there is an inherent link between the
integral of the particle hologram and these observables. Therefore, an access to the
complex scattered wave amplitude K creates the possibility to do more with the digitally
recorded hologram than imaging alone [11-20]. A precise measurement of these
quantities is very important in the contexts of remote sensing, but there are several
technical difficulties underneath the traditional way of measurement. Since they can
either be directly measured, or inferred from related measurement, and have historically
been used to characterize aerosols. Future work is recommended to precisely measure
these observables by recording a perfectly fine single digital hologram.
6.2.3

In field research
These laboratory-based studies will establish the proof-of-principle for the

forward- and backward-scattering holographic imaging techniques, which are capable of
imaging both transparent and opaque particles. This concept will then be applied to
investigate aerosols in the field. To do this, a simplified version of the design in Sec. 4.3
will be constructed where a modulate diode-laser is powered by two batteries and is used
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to illuminate a stream of aerosol particles to form holograms on a 2D sensor. Then, a
microscope objective will be used to focus the beam onto a 20 μm pinhole. This
significantly improves the light’s spatial coherence, enhance the hologram contrast, and
eventually, quality of the particle image [6, 17, 19]. In this way, a field-portable dualmode holographic microscope system using inexpensive diode-laser will be built to
perform the field research on aerosols from the ambient environment.
6.2.4

In tomographic and topographic study of the biological specimens
Imaging techniques capable for three-dimensional (3D) profiling and sectional

imaging of biological specimen are in great demand for many biomedical applications.
The presently available conventional optical based microscope provides these features;
however, these imaging techniques are quite complex, bulky, and expensive in addition
to having a limited field-of-view due to the need of lens-based optical magnification, but
the DH modality offers high-throughput lensless imaging in compact, cost effective, and
light weight architectures of such specimens. Therefore, the use of digital holographic
microscopy (DHM) in such applications is increasing aggressively day-by-day. The noninvasive and label-free nature of digital holographic imaging is best suited for many
biological specimens [6, 8, 20-22]. For example, off-axis DH configuration in
microscopy has been proven to be a very effective process for achieving high-precision,
quantitative, phase-contrast mapping of biological specimens as it allows measurement of
optical thickness with nanometer accuracy [21, 22]. Researchers not only in the area of
optical imaging, but equally in microbiology, medicine, marine biology, metrology, are
realizing the new capabilities of DH. Therefore, a future work is planned to use this
forward- and backward- scattering modality of DH to study the surface profile and
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sectional imaging of various transparent and absorptive biological specimens for many
biomedical applications.
6.2.5

Building holographic optical trapping system
Optical trapping, most commonly known as “optical tweezer,” is an increasingly

important technique for controlling and probing the structure of matter at length sizes
ranging from nanometers to few millimeters. Optical trapping uses forces exerted by
intensity gradients in a tightly focused beam of light to trap and move a microscopic
particle into a small volume of matter [23, 24]. Its unique ability to trap matter at
mesoscopic scales has been particularly successful for studying a variety of biological
systems in recent years. The introduction of holographic optical elements into optical
trapping setups has multiplied the possibilities of the technique for precisely trapping,
moving, and complexly manipulation of micron-sized particles [22-27]. The holographic
optical trapping (HOT) is based on the same physical principle as the conventional
optical gradient traps [23]. The area of HOT is relatively new but has become an
interesting research topic with many potential applications. The basic optical trap is used
to manipulate one microscopic object at a time, but HOT system is capable of creating
arrays of independent optical traps using diffractive optical elements (DOE) such as a
spatial light modulator (SLM) in all three dimensions in a very simple and cost effective
way. This opens new era of a very versatile tool in the field of micro-manipulation [28].
Therefore, future work is planned and recommended to implement digital holographic
imaging technique to build an integrated holographic optical trapping system.
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RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM & CALIBRATION OF THE SCALE
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The Mathematica codes used to reconstruct the image of the particle using
Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction theory and calibrate the scale factor of the measurement are
presented here. The following “sample” code is intended to illustrate the Mathematica
methods required to replicate the experimental results described in this dissertation work.
A.1

Reconstruction of image
The reconstruction code in Mathematica is

Setting Directory
» SetDirectory["E:\\Backscatter_holography\\June\\06-10-2016\\Ragweed_pollen\\trial2"];
Parameters
» um=1.0*10-6;
» λ=0.351*um;
» k=2.0*π/λ;
» pix=5.4*um;
» γ=2.0;
» α=15.4/1.5;
» numFrame=5;
Importing files from computer
» import1=Import["raw1.fit", "Data"][[1]];
» import2=Import["raw2.fit", "Data"][[1]];
» import3=Import["raw3.fit", "Data"][[1]];
» import4=Import["raw4.fit", "Data"][[1]];
» import5=Import["raw5.fit", "Data"][[1]];
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» import6=Import["ref1.fit", "Data"][[1]];
» import7=Import["ref2.fit", "Data"][[1]];
» import8=Import["ref3.fit", "Data"][[1]];
» import9=Import["ref4.fit", "Data"][[1]];
» import10=Import["ref5.fit", "Data"][[1]];
» import11=Mean[{import1, import2, import3, import4, import5}];
» import22=Mean[{import6, import7, import8, import9, import10}];
Contrast hologram
» contrast=import11-import22;
» holoDat=contrast;
» dimX=Dimensions[holoDat][[1]]/2;
» dimY=Dimensions[holoDat][[2]]/2;
» holo1=ListInterpolation[holoDat, {{-dimX, dimX}, {-dimY, dimY}}];
» holoDat1=Table[holo1[x, y], {x, -dimX, dimX}, {y, -dimX, dimX}];
» dim=Length[holoDat1];
» window=(dim*pix)/2;
» aveDat=TrimmedMean[Flatten[holoDat1], 0.33];
» holoDat2=holoDat1-aveDat;
» hologram1=ListInterpolation[holoDat2, {{1, dim}, {1, dim}}];
» p1=DensityPlot[holo1[x, y], {x, -dimX, dimX}, {y, -dimX, dimX}, PlotPoints→300,
ImageSize→600, ColorFunction→GrayLevel, PlotRange→All,
AspectRatio→Automatic, Frame→True, FrameLabel→{"x[pix]", "y[pix]]", "contrast
hologram", None}, BaseStyle→{FontFamily→Times, FontSize→30},
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RotateLabel→True];
Reconstruction of image
» z=0.81450;
𝑖∗𝜋

» recon1=Table[Chop[hologram1[i, j]*Exp[𝜆∗𝑧 *((i-1)2*pix2+(j-1)2*pix2)]],
{i, 1, dim}, {j, 1, dim}];
» recon=Fourier[recon1, FourierParameters→{0, -1}];
» window=dim/2;
» view1=ListInterpolation[Abs[recon] 2, {{-window, window}, {-window, window}}];
» p2=DensityPlot[-view1[x, y], {x, -window, window }, {y, -window, window },
PlotPoints→300, ImageSize→600, ColorFunction→GrayLevel, PlotRange→All,
AspectRatio→Automatic, Frame→True, FrameLabel→{"x[pix]", "y[pix]",
"reconstructed image", None}, BaseStyle→{FontFamily→Times, FontSize→30},
RotateLabel→True];
Exporting image for calibration
» Export[“reconstruction.tiff”, p2];
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A.2

Calibration of the holographic image
The calibration code in Mathematic is

Setting Directory
» SetDirectory["E:\\Backscatter_holography\\June\\06-10-2016\\Ragweed_pollen\\trial2"];
Calibration of scale factor on standard-sized particle
» image1Dat=Import["E:\\Backscatter_holography\\June\\06-102016\\Ragweed_pollen\\trial-2\\microscope_image.jpg", "Data"];
» α=306/135;
» imgX=Dimensions[image1Dat][[1]];
» imgY=Dimensions[image1Dat][[2]];
» dat1=Table[image1Dat[[i, j, 3]], {i, 1, imgX}, {j, 1, imgY}];
» image1Temp=Table[Reverse[dat1[[i]]], {i, 1, imgX}];
» image1=ListInterpolation[image1Temp, {{1, imgX*α}, {1, imgY*α}}];
» g1=DensityPlot[image1[x, y], {y, 1, imgY*α}, {x, 1, imgX*α}, PlotPoints→300,
ImageSize→600, ColorFunction→GrayLevel, PlotRange→All,
AspectRatio→Automatic, BaseStyle→{FontFamily→Times, FontSize→30},
RotateLabel→True, Frame→True, FrameLabel→{"x[μm]", None, "(c) calibrated
image", None}];
Using above calibrated scale factor on random particle
» image2Dat=Import["G:\\Backscatter Holography\\June\\06-10-2016\\Ragweed
pollen\\trial-2\\reconstruction.tiff","Data"];
» α=306/135;
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» imgA=Dimensions[image2Dat][[1]];
» imgB=Dimensions[image2Dat][[2]];
» dat2=Table[image2Dat[[i ,j ,3]], {i, 1, imgA}, {j, 1, imgB}];
» image2Temp=Table[Reverse[dat2[[i]]], {i, 1,imgA}];
» image2=ListInterpolation[image2Temp, {{1, imgA*α}, {1, imgB*α}}];
» g2=DensityPlot[image2[x,y], {y,1,imgB*α}, {x, 1, imgA*α}, PlotPoints→300,
ImageSize→600, ColorFunction→GrayLevel, PlotRange→All,
AspectRatio→Automatic, BaseStyle→{FontFamily→Times, FontSize→30},
RotateLabel→True, Frame→True, FrameLabel→{"x[μm]", "y[μm]",
"(c) reconstructed image", None}];
Image zoom-in
» g3=DensityPlot[image2[x, y], {y,375, 675}, {x, 425, 725}, PlotPoints→300,
ImageSize→600, ColorFunction→GrayLevel, PlotRange→All,
AspectRatio→Automatic, BaseStyle→{FontFamily→Times, FontSize→30},
RotateLabel→True, Frame→True, FrameLabel→{"x[μm]", "y[μm]",
"(c) reconstructed image", None}, FrameTicks→{{{{425, "-150"}, {500, "-75"}, {575,
"0"}, {650, "150"}, {725, "150"}}, None}, {{{375,"-150]"}, {450, "-75"}, {525, "0"},
{600, "150"}, {675, "150"}}, None}}];
Exporting calibrated image
» Export["Calibrated _image.tiff", g3];
Arranging images
» g4=GraphicsGrid[{{raw hologram, contrast hologram}, {holographic image,
microscope image}}, Spacing →{5.0, 5.0}, Frame→False];
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